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Essor Emergent MSCIE Emerging Market Free

Faible Moyen Fort Très fort

Code ISIN FR0000284150
Forme Juridique SICAV

Date Agrément 13/06/1997
Devise Euro

Fiscalité** Support de contrats d’assurance vie.
Affectation du Résultat Capitalisation

Valorisation Quotidien
Souscriptions/Rachats avant 11h30

Indice de référence MSCI Emerging Markets Free

Volatilité
Début 

d'année 1 mois 3 mois 1 an 3 ans 5 ans 52 s.

Fonds 30,95 4,74 9,42 30,95 26,63 65,11 14,59
Indice 24,45 3,85 8,94 24,45 0,74 43,29 19,05

Performance (%)

Actif net Performance V. L.

31/12/2010 depuis le
31/12/2009

31/12/2010

159 349 935 €  +30,95% 3 926,42 €

Objectif de gestion : Le portefeuille de la SICAV est
principalement investi en actions et autres valeurs donnant accès au
capital de sociétés cotées dans des pays en développement, dits
émergents. Le style de gestion est l’approche « valeurs » (pur stock
picking). Concernant l’approche « pays » la recherche de la stabilité
économique est primordiale. L’analyse et la recherche au niveau des
secteurs permettent d’identifier les valeurs capables d’exploiter le
potentiel de croissance propre aux pays émergents. Le choix porte sur
les sociétés les plus sous-valorisées, tout en minimisant les risques
grâce à la diversification. L’indice de référence est le MSCI Emergent
Markets Free.
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Catégorie AMF Actions Internationales
Catégorie EuroPerf. Actions Emergent - générale

Horizon de Placement supérieur à 5 ans
Commissions Souscription : 5% maximum

Frais de gestion : 1.75% max. TTC

Gestionnaire financier 
par délégation

Martin Maurel Gestion 
N° Agrément AMF : GP97103

Gestionnaire financier 
par sous-délégation

Genesis Investment Management Ltd

Dépositaire CACEIS Bank
Promoteur Groupe Martin Maurel

Publication des VL www.martinmaurel.com

Indice 24,45 3,85 8,94 24,45 0,74 43,29 19,05

ANGLO AMERICAN 5,1%
SAMSUNG ELECTRONICS 5,0%
TAIWAN SEMICONDUCTOR 4,5%
SAB MILLER 2,8%
SASOL 2,4%
SBERBANK 2,4%
FIRST QUANTUM MINERALS 2 3%

Achats Ventes
TAIWAN SEMICONDUCTOR SBERBANK
RHB CAPITAL MOBILE TELESYSTEMS
OGX PETROLEO E GAS LUKOIL
TULLOW OIL AMMB HOLDINGS
SAB MILLER CREDICORP

* Source Europerformance - ** Le traitement fiscal dépend de la situation individuelle de chaque client, il est susceptible d'être modifié ultérieurement.

Asie
45,0%

Moyen-
Orient / 
Afrique
19,7%

FIRST QUANTUM MINERALS 2,3%
AMERICA MOVIL ADR 2,3%
BANCO SANTANDER 2,3%
CHINA MOBILE 2,2%
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Commentaire de gestion

A strong December saw the MSCI EM Price Index rising 4.5%, lifting the full year performance to 25.8%. Following a spectacular 71%
return in 2009 questions of valuation are now being asked. A typical example appeared in the Financial Times just before Christmas under
the headline “Emerging valuations raise anxiety”. A main point of concern in the article is the amount of new money that has been invested
in emerging markets. According to data from the Institute of International Finance US$1,787 billion has been invested in the past decade in
bonds and equities. The implication is that the inflow has boosted emerging market valuations, but in fact much of this money found its way
into new issues. Thomson Reuters says the fourth quarter of 2010 was the busiest on record for global IPOs, and Asia accounted for 60% of
the activity (China contributed the lion’s share, or 75%, of this). As more companies expand and seek external financing this trend should
continue.  
 
During December the NAV of Essor Emergent rose by 4.7%, outperforming the Index by 0.3%. The top contributors to the portfolio’s
return this month were the largest holdings from the IT and Materials sectors. In the latter, Anglo American (South Africa) and First
Quantum Minerals (Zambia) gained 15% and 19% respectively, and as in November the IT giants of Samsung Electronics (South Korea)
and Taiwan Semiconductor featured, due to 13%+ gains. Sasol (South Africa) also contributed with a rise of 14%, while on the negative
side positions from the weak Chinese market were to the fore, most notably Li Ning. In relative performance terms South Africa added the
most value to the portfolio due to a combination of the overweight position and positive stock selection, as SABMiller complemented the
returns from Anglo American and Sasol. Stock selection gains were also made in Russia and South Korea as a number of positions in both
markets did well, and the underweight position in China added further value.  However there was notable underperformance in India,
Indonesia and Mexico, largely through holdings in the Financials sector. As expected the Materials and IT sectors were the most successful,
although the portfolio struggled in the Consumer and Telecoms sectors. 
 
The NAV of Essor Emergent rose by 9.4% over the quarter, just underperforming the Index return of 9.6%. The portfolio’s top contributors
for the quarter mirrored those seen in December. The stellar performers were the two mining holdings, First Quantum Minerals (up 45%)
and Anglo American (up 30%), while Samsung Electronics and Taiwan Semiconductor both gained in excess of 20%. From Russia,
Sberbank and Novatek also contributed significantly. Major detractors were all from Asia, with Li Ning and PT Telkom (Indonesia) the
most notable. Relative to the benchmark South Africa was the stand-out market, led by the performance of Anglo American. Gains were
also made in Russia due to stock performance and the overweight position there, while the underweight positions in Brazil and India also
helped. On the flip side, the underweighting in Taiwan hurt the portfolio, as did underperforming stocks in Indonesia and China. In sector
terms the portfolio made gains in Materials and IT, but these were negated by losses in the Consumer and Energy sectors. 
 
South Korea accounted for a third of the purchase activity during the quarter. The major purchase there was a new holding, NHN Corp,
while the existing positions of Shinhan Financial, Samsung Fire & Marine and Kepco were increased. Other new holdings in Asia were
Petronas Chemicals and RHB Capital (both Malaysia) and Richtek (Taiwan) with the latter two purchased in December. Elsewhere the
positions in Li Ning (China), OGX (Brazil) and CIB (Egypt) were added to along with other new holdings during the quarter; Grupo
Financiero Banorte (Mexico), Mail.ru (Russia) and Akfen (Turkey). On the sell side, CSN and Lojas Renner were the largest among a
number of reductions in Brazil, while in Russia, Lukoil and Sberbank were reduced and Mobile Telesystems exited the portfolio in
December. In Turkey both Yapi Kredi and Anadolu Efes were scaled back, while Credicorp (Peru) was also eliminated from the portfolio
during the quarter. 
 
Our visit to Malaysia confirmed that a major milestone has been passed in development terms. Government influence hardly featured in our
company meetings (hooray!) and managements seem to be planning and investing according to market economics rather than looking for
the crony deals we knew of old. It is wonderful to report that after many years of economic inefficiency Malaysia has embraced economic
reform and the corporate sector is starting to show the benefits. The recent burst of mergers and acquisitions indicates a market mechanism
that is finally working freely, and shows how economic reform even in a middle income country can reinvigorate the capital markets.
Anecdotally it also seems that talent may be starting to reverse 30 years of brain drain – we have now met a few entrepreneurs who have
been successful overseas but who have returned for a better opportunity.  
 
The economy is likely to grow 5% in 2011 after expanding by about 7.5% in 2010. The main driver this year is likely to be domestic
demand, supported by strong commodity prices and a continued recovery in private consumption. Baby boomers joining the workforce
create a tailwind. Investment should pick up, partly thanks to better fiscal terms making enhanced oil recovery more economic and also to
the government’s ambitious investment programme designed to raise per capita incomes to developed country levels by 2020. With a history
of supply-led growth and some white elephants (eg Proton cars, only ever successful in their tariff-protected homeland) it shows how far we
have come that the government’s planned US$13 billion MRT system has been greeted with enthusiasm (it will make Kuala Lumpur more
efficient) and not with cynicism (“which crony will get this project?”).  
 
It will be hard to achieve high growth rates from the current upper-middle income level (US$6,975 in 2009 according to the World Bank)
because of the large and relatively developed base, and even the expected 5% GDP growth this year partly depends on the continuing fiscal
deficit – which may exceed 5% of GDP. Given that the 7% annual growth Malaysia enjoyed for 25 years is now history, investors tend to
overlook the country in favour of high-growth, poorer countries. At the company level, this does not necessarily mean a lack of investment
opportunities. A colleague familiar with China observed that Malaysian equities are less efficiently priced than in China. Long may this
survive! Capital market inefficiencies can mean good returns, and the current wave of economic reform is giving another bite of the cherry,
this time characterised by the leap from being good in a Malaysian context to being internationally or regionally competitive. Examples of
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good becoming great in this way include CIMB, Petronas and Air Asia; given the new environment we expect more to follow.   
 

Catherine Vlasto


